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Techniques for Deblurring Faces in Images by Utilizing Multi-Camera Fusion

Abstract:
This publication describes techniques for deblurring faces in images by utilizing multicamera (e.g., dual-camera) fusion processes. In the techniques, multiple cameras of a computing
device (e.g., wide-angle camera, an ultrawide-angle camera) concurrently capture a scene. A
multi-camera fusion technique is utilized to fuse the captured images together to generate an image
with increased sharpness while preserving the brightness of the scene and other details under a
motion scene. The images are processed by a Deblur Module, which includes an optical flow
machine-learned model for generating a warped ultrawide-angle image, a subject mask trained to
identify and mask faces detected in the wide-angle image, and an occlusion mask for handling
occlusion artifacts. The warped ultrawide-angle image, the raw wide-angle image (with blurred
faces), the sharp ultrawide-angle image, the subject mask, and the occlusion map are then stacked
and merged (fused) using a machine-learning model to output a sharp image without the presence
of motion blur. This publication further describes techniques utilizing adaptive multi-streaming to
optimize power consumption and dual camera usage on computing devices.
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Background:
Various computing devices include more than one camera configured to provide image
capture for various situations. As an example, a device may include a wide-angle camera and an
ultrawide-angle camera having an increased field-of-view (e.g., 123°), with respect to the wideangle camera. The wide-angle camera may be suitable for general imaging use, whereas the
ultrawide-angle camera may be suitable for capturing broader scenes from the same capture
position. Digital images (e.g., photos) often capture priceless, one-time interactions among
friends, family, and acquaintances. Unfortunately, the movement of the subject(s) of the scene or
the camera during the capture of the image may result in the blurriness of one or more faces
captured in the image. This motion blur can especially provide a challenge when capturing candid
photographs of subjects that are in constant motion (e.g., children, pedestrians).

Description:
Disclosed are techniques for deblurring faces in images by utilizing multi-camera fusion
(e.g., dual-camera fusion). The occurrence of motion blur in images, including faces, captured by
a computing device may be reduced by leveraging multiple cameras of the computing device, for
example, a wide-angle camera (W Camera) with a wide-angle lens and an ultrawide-angle camera
(UW Camera) with an ultrawide-angle lens. The cameras may concurrently capture images of the
same scene and the captured images fused together through a dual-camera fusion technique to
generate an image with increased sharpness while preserving the brightness of the scene and other
details under a motion scene.
A computing device may implement the multi-camera fusion techniques. The computing
device includes a processor, multiple cameras, and computer-readable medium (CRM). The CRM
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may include any suitable memory or storage device (e.g., random-access memory (RAM), static
RAM (SRAM), dynamic RAM (DRAM), non-volatile RAM (NVRAM), read-only memory
(ROM), flash memory). The computing device stores device data (e.g., user data, images,
applications, modules, an operating system) on the CRM. The device data may include executable
instructions of a Deblur Module configured to receive images from cameras, process the images,
and generate a deblurred image (an image with deblurred faces). The device data may further
include instructions that, responsive to execution by the processor, cause the processor to perform
operations described in this publication. The CRM includes at least one machine-learned model
(ML model). An ML model may be a standard neural-network-based model with corresponding
layers required for processing input features like fixed-side vectors, text embeddings, or variablelength sequences. An ML model may be implemented as one or more of a support vector machine
(SVM), a recurrent neural network (RNN), a convolutional neural network (CNN), a dense neural
network (DNN), one or more heuristics, other machine-learning techniques, a combination thereof,
and so forth.
In aspects of a multi-camera fusion technique, a first camera (e.g., the UW Camera) with a
shorter shutter speed (e.g., 4 milliseconds (ms)) captures a first image (UW image) and a second
camera (e.g., the W Camera) with a longer shutter speed (e.g., 8 ms) concurrently captures a second
image (W image). In aspects, the shutter speed of the first camera may be one-half, one-quarter,
etc., the shutter speed (also referred to as exposure time) of the second camera. As a result of the
shortened shutter speed, the UW image has less motion blur (is sharper) and preserves more scene
details due to the shorter exposure in comparison to the W image. While the UW image has less
motion blur and preserves more scene details in comparison to the W image, the UW image may
include one or more of image noise (e.g., due to the lower exposure time), a lower optical
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resolution (e.g., due to the shorter focal length), lens distortion, inaccurate color (e.g., due to
utilizing a different camera sensor and a different calibration tolerance), image banding, and
differences as a result of having a different camera perspective.

Figure 1
Figure 1 illustrates an overview of an improved image processing pipeline utilizing multicamera fusion for the deblurring of faces in captured images. In the pipeline, a first image (W
image) from a wide-angle camera (W camera) is fused with a concurrently captured second image
(UW image) from an ultrawide-angle camera (UW camera), taken with a different shutter speed,
to generate a deblurred image (e.g., deblurred linear YUV). Due to the motion of the subject, the
W camera image may be blurry but include desired color and background information, whereas
the UW camera image may be sharp (not blurry) and include image details on the subject area, due
to the shorter exposure.
During utilization of the computing device during a regular photo mode (e.g., using the W
camera), the capture of a stream of images from the UW camera may be enabled in order to capture
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scene details. Both the W camera and the UW camera capture the scene and store their respective
bursts of captured images to a ring buffer as a W burst and a UW burst. A camera application may
implement the improved image processing pipeline illustrated in Figure 1. The camera application
may, for each camera, receive chromatic images from a ring buffer, perform HDR temporal merge
and denoising on the images and convert the images into linear YUV. The images are denoised
and defined in linear RGB format. The algorithm then crops and scales the UW camera linear
RGB images to linear RGB. The algorithm then outputs the linear RGB images from the W
Camera and the cropped and scaled RGB images from the UW Camera to a Deblur Module.
The Deblur Module includes an optical flow machine-learned (ML) model (e.g., PWCNet)
that may be based on one or more convolutional neural networks (CNNs). The optical flow ML
model (“CNN warp” in Figure 1) receives the linear RGB images from the W camera (W image)
and the cropped and scaled RGB images from the UW camera (UW image). The optical flow ML
model warps the UW raw image to align it with the W raw image and generates a warped UW
image. The Deblur Module outputs the warped UW image to the Fusion Network (“CNN fusion
for deblurring” in Figure 1).
The optical flow ML model registration of the W images and the UW images may
introduce occlusion artifacts into the generated warped UW image. To manage these occlusion
artifacts, the Deblur Module may perform occlusion mapping that allows the removal of occlusion
artifacts from the combined image. For example, occlusion mapping may identify a valid region
in the UW image (an occlusion map) and output a sharp UW image without motion blur to the
Fusion Network. The algorithm may further use the determined occlusion map to adjust for the
different camera hardware used.
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The Deblur Module further includes a CNN subject mask, also referred to as a portrait
mask, utilized to identify and mask a subject area (e.g., faces) in the W image, for example,
utilizing segmentation. The Deblur Module may then output the identified subject area to the
Fusion Network.
The Deblur Module further includes a Fusion Network (“CNN fusion for deblurring” in
Figure 1). In the Fusion Network, inputs received (e.g., the warped UW image, the raw (blurred)
W image, sharp UW image, subject mask, the occlusion map) are then stacked and merged (fused)
using an ML model (e.g., CNN fusion model, 7-stage UNet). The ML model outputs a sharp image
without motion blur (e.g., a deblurred linear RGB), which is converted by the ML Model to a
deblurred linear YUV image. The deblurred linear YUV image may then be further processed
(e.g., through HDR+ processing after luma denoising) by the computing device to generate a final
image.
One or more ML models of the Fusion Network may be trained for image fusion based on
a multi-capture dataset (e.g., images from a wide-angle camera (W camera), images from an
ultrawide-angle camera (UW camera)). For example, the multi-capture dataset (e.g., dual-capture
dataset) may be collected on static human portraits, where motion blur and image noise are
synthetically added to the collected data to simulate a moving subject at low-light conditions. In
aspects, the machine-learning model may use a sharp image before the synthetic blur as ground
truth to compute training loss. Model training can be performed on a remote computing system.
The remote computing system can send periodic model updates to the local computing device.
Instead or in addition, some or all of the model training can be performed on the (local) computing
device. After sufficient training, a machine-learning model can be deployed to the CRM of the
local computing device as an ML model.
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The utilization of multi-camera fusion techniques may increase power consumption on a
computing device. A computing device implements techniques utilizing adaptive multi-streaming
(e.g., dual-streaming) to optimize power consumption and multi-camera usage on computing
devices. Figure 2 depicts an example power-optimization algorithm that may be activated based
on various parameters. As an example, the power-optimization algorithm may be enabled when,
during utilization of the computing device during a regular photo mode (e.g., using the W camera),
a Hardware Abstraction Layer (HAL) of the device detects a triggering condition (e.g., utilizing
an auto-exposure (AE) setting less than a threshold) indicative of a scene that may be prone to
motion blur.

Figure 2
Responsive to detecting the HAL triggering condition, the algorithm enables the capture of
a stream of images from the UW camera and sets the AE of the UW camera to ½ the AE of the W
camera. The motion scene is then captured by the W camera and the UW camera, with both
cameras storing their burst of captured images to a ring buffer. A camera application may, for each
camera, receive chromatic images from a ring buffer, perform HDR temporal merge and denoising
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on both the UW and W images responsive to a first activation condition (e.g., sharpness, total
exposure time (TET)). The raw images from the W Camera and the raw images from the UW
Camera are then output to the Deblur Module.
Responsive to a second activation condition (e.g., motion magnitude, occlusion), an optical
flow ML model of the Deblur Module warps the UW raw image to align it with the W raw image
and generates a warped UW image. The warped UW image and the raw W image are output to a
Fusion Network. A CNN in the Fusion Network merges the UW and W images and outputs a
deblurred linear YUV, to which HDR+ processing can be performed to generate a final image.
Through utilization of this power-optimization method, power consumption can be
decreased when multi-camera fusion techniques are implemented on a computing device.
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